College of Engineering
University of Wisconsin-Madison
OPTION/CERTIFICATE DECLARATION/CANCELLATION

Name ___________________________________  Current Date ____________________________

Last   First   Middle

Student ID ___________________________  Class-Year ______________

☐ Declare Option/Cert. ____________________________________________  2-letter/Code ______

☐ Cancel Option/Cert. ____________________________________________  2-letter/Code ______

Student Signature: ________________________________________________

Departmental Approval: ____________________________________________

Available Options
Civil Engineering
EV Environmental Engineering
CEM Construction Engineering and Management

Engineering Mechanics
AS Astronautics
SC Scholars
DS Distinguished Scholars

Nuclear Engineering
SC Scholars
DS Distinguished Scholars
RS Radiation Sciences

Available Certificates
135 Biology in Engineering
335 Engineering Risk, Uncertainty and Decision Analysis
340 Engr. for Energy Sustainability
345 Engr. Thermal Energy Systems
390 Japanese Studies
457 Nuclear Engineering Materials
460 International Engineering
706 Technical Communications

Deliver completed form to COE Dean's Office – 2620 Engineering Hall